




Interlocutor
 Converstionalist
Schmoozer 
Someone skilled at conversation 



Despite of assurances on the community’s 
protection, the recurring attacks have increased 
its sense of fear.

Use :- remove “of” 



Kashmiri Pandits are deliberate targets for radicals 
who use attacks to farther agenda

Ans :- use “ further” in place of 
farther  



Kerala ‘s Governor Arif Mohammed Khan’s indirect threat 
that he can independently dismiss Ministers are  neither in 
keeping with the dignity of his office nor in line with the 
Constitution. 

Use :- ministers is in , assubjet is 
“threat” that is singular  



There has been instances of Governors 
dismissing Chief Ministers

Ans :- use “have” in place of 
“has” 



There have been instances of Governors dismissing Chief 
Ministers, but those were related to same  constitutional 
situations in which the legislative majority of the incumbent 
ministry was in doubt.

Use :- “that” in place of “which” , as 
same is given  



The pleasure doctrine exist only in a constitutional sense, 
and is exercised by the Governor only on the advice of the 
Chief Minister

Ans :- use “exists” in  place of “exist” 



In  realm of university laws, Governors, being 
Chancellors of most universities, the scope for 
friction is quite high.

Ans :- use “the”  before  realm 



It should be remembered that the office of 
Chancellor is created by the statute that establishes  
university, 

Ans :- use article ”a” before 
“university”  



It is time to have  implement this principle. 

Ans :- remove “have”



Governors seems to have an exaggerated notion of 
their own roles under the Constitution.

Ans :- use “seem” in place of “seems”



The context  of  this particular confrontation appears to be the 
Governor’s reluctance to grant assent to the Kerala University 
Laws (Amendment) Bill, 2022.

Ans :- use “for” in place of “of” 



The dastardly murder of a Kashmiri Pandit farmer 
in Shopian in the south Kashmir recently follows 
a series of attacks.

Ans :- remove “the” before south 



As an advocate of (A) / a multipolar Asia, India cannot (B) / afford to 
play balls (C) / with China’s imperial designs. (D) / No Error (E)

A      As an advocate of
B.     a multipolar Asia, India cannot
C      afford to play balls
D      with China’s imperial designs.
E      No Error

Ans :- c (the expression ‘play balls’ is incorrect in the given sentence.)

The correct expression is ‘play ball’.

“Play ball” means ‘work willingly with others; cooperate’



These cataclismic events finally (A) / culminated in the creation of (B) / 

the gigantic mountain though (C) / rest of the country was ravaged to 

the ground. (D) / No Error (E)

A. These cataclismic events finally

B. culminated in the creation of

C. the gigantic mountain though

D. rest of the country was ravaged to the ground.

E. No Error

Ans :- The spelling of the word ‘cataclysmic’ is wrong in the 
given sentence. It has been written as ‘calaclismic’ which is 
erroneous.



While speaking to (A) / the students, the motivational speaker (B) / advised 
them not to (C) / brood under failures. (D) / No Error (E)

A. While speaking to
B.the students, the motivational speaker
C.  advised them not to
D. brood under failures.
E. No Error

Ans :- “Brood” means 'to think deeply about something that makes one 

unhappy, angry, or worried”

The word ‘brood’ always takes the preposition ‘over’ after it.

So, the use of ‘under’ in the given sentence is erroneous.




